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Abstract: Conventional design method of the downhole tractor is based on cementing casing, which
is only suitable for the smooth wellbore. For the open hole well, the conventional downhole tractor
has poor adaptability and even cannot work normally. In order to improve the obstacle surmounting
performance of the wheeled downhole tractor (WDR) and expand the application range of the WDR,
a double push rod-double spring support adjustment mechanism (DPRDSSAM) is proposed in this
paper. Meanwhile, the proposed DPRDSSAM also needs to increase the traction force and the stability
of the WDR in the open hole well. Kinematic simulation numerical models of both conventional sup-
port adjustment mechanism and the DPRDSSAM are established. The two models comprehensively
considere the influence of different obstacle forms and sizes on the obstacle surmounting performance
of the tractor. The influence of different obstacle forms on the obstacle surmounting performance of
DPRDSSAM and single push rod support adjustment mechanism (SPRSAM) is analyzed. Results
show that the DPRDSSAM has better obstacle surmounting performance than the SPRSAM. The
DPRDSSAM can effectively promote further research and application of the tractor in the open
hole well.

Keywords: double push rod-double spring support adjustment mechanism; obstacle surmounting
performance; single push rod support adjustment mechanism; wheeled downhole tractor

1. Introduction

The horizontal well is the main well type in downhole engneeing. The horizontal well
technology has become an important technique in oil recovery [1–5]. Downhole opera-
tions (such as logging) are usually faced with the challenge of instrument transportation.
The downhole tractor can solve the problem of downhole instrument transportation. Com-
monly used downhole tractors are divided into the wheeled downhole tractor (WDR) and
the telescopic downhole tractor. The telescopic downhole tractor provides greater traction,
but the speed is slow. On the contrary, the WDR provides small traction and faster speed [6].
In terms of well logging, as time is very tense, the traction instrument for logging is light in
weight, and the WDR with high speed is mainly used [7–9]. It is simple and fast to use the
WDR to transport instruments in the horizontal well [10]. However, at present, the tractive
force of the WDR is small, and the requirements for wellbore quality are high. Because the
conventional WDR is not suitable for the open hole well, the instrument transportation
for the open hole well is faced with major technical probems [11]. The adaptability of
the WDR is poor. The WDR moves in the casing pipe. During the use of the casing pipe,
defects, such as well wall deposit, casing wear, and casing reduction, are caused on the
inner wall [12,13]. Therefore, the propping wheel may move on the irregular inner wall of
the casing pipe. If the propping wheel cannot cross through obstacles, the WDR may be
seized, affecting normal operations, and even resulting in downhole accidents. Therefore,
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the industry places higher demands on the obstacle surmounting the performance of the
existing WDR [14,15]. The WDR is essentially composed of the transmission mechanism
and the support adjustment mechanism. The transmission mechanism drives the propping
wheel to rotate. The support adjustment mechanism regulates the radial position of the
propping wheel so that the propping wheel contacts with the casing pipe or disengages
from the casing pipe. The propping wheel contacts the casing pipe under the action of the
support adjust ment mechanism so that the WDR can move forward in the casing pipe.
The support adjustment mechanisms of the existing WDR mainly include the piston and
rod support adjustment mechanism, the motor and slider support adjustment mechanism,
the cam support adjustment mechanism, the skid rod support adjustment mechanism,
and the slider and chute support adjustment mechanism. For the piston and rod support
adjustment mechanism, it is difficult to adjust the support arm. The WDR with the piston
and rod support adjustment mechanism has a poor obstacle surmounting performance.
The structure of the motor and slider support adjustment mechanism is simple. The mo-
tor and slider support adjustment mechanism only has an adjustment spring. Therefore,
the propping wheel operates with difficulty under complex casing obstacles. The structure
of the cam support adjustment mechanism is complex. One cam controls two propping
wheels. The WDR with the cam support adjustment mechanism is prone to inconsistent
movements when crossing different obstacles simultaneously. The cam support adjust-
ment mechanism has a poor obstacle surmounting performance. The skid rod support
adjustment mechanism contains three or more support wheels. The skid rod support
adjustment mechanism can produce greater traction than conventional support adjustment
mechanisms. The WDR with the slider and chute support adjustment mechanism has an
excellent efficiency of transmission. The slider and chute support adjustment mechanism
operates more stably. However, the slider and chute support adjustment mechanism does
not accommodate multiple casing obstacles [16–19]. Therefore, the above support adjust-
ment mechanisms cannot meet the requirements of the downhole complex environment
and the working of domestic horizontal wells when dealing with various impurities and
obstacles in the casing pipe. For the support adjustment mechanism, it is necessary to
improve the traction and the stability of the WDR.

Based on this condition, this paper proposed a double push rod-double spring support
adjustment mechanism (DPRDSSAM) with excellent obstacle surmounting performance.
The proposed DPRDSSAM can improve the adaptability of the WDR. The obstacle sur-
mounting performance of the support adjustment mechanism of the WDR was studied
with kinematics software. Relevant performance between the existing single push rod
support adjustment mechanism (SPRSAM) and the designed DPRDSSAM in the obsta-
cle surmounting process was contrasted and analyzed. Thus providing the basis for the
optimization design of the support adjustment mechanism of the WDR.

2. Structure Design of DPRDSSAM

In this paper, according to performance parameters and characteristics of the WDR,
a new support adjustment mechanism was designed which is DPRDSSAM. The overall
structure of the WDR with the SPRSAM is similar to that of the WDR with DPRDSSAM.
The overall structure model of the WDR with the push rod-spring support adjustment
mechanism was established, as shown in Figure 1. When the support system of the WDR is
in a contracted state, the WDR is lowered into the casing pipe, after which the hydraulic
motor and the hydraulic pump in the support system are activated. The support arm
extends under the action of hydraulic pressure. The drive motor of the drive system is
activated, and the propping wheel of the drive system is drived in well wall under the
action of the support arm. Under the action of positive pressure, the propping wheel
rotates to drive the WDR forward by friction with the casing pipe. The WDR with the
DPRDSSAM differs from the WDR with the SPRSAM in the support adjustment mecha-
nism.The principle diagram of the existing SPRSAM is shown in Figure 2. The SPRSAM
mainly consists of single adjustment spring, single push rod, actuated arm and support
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arm. The mechanism uses two pairs of push rods and springs that correspond one to one.
The principle diagram of the DPRDSSAM is shown in Figure 3. The DPRDSSAM consists
of actuated arm, support arm, internal push rod, external push rod, internal adjustment
spring and external adjustment spring.

Figure 1. The overall structure model of the WDR with the push rod−spring support adjustment
mechanism.

Figure 2. Structures of single push rod support adjustment mechanism.

The DPRDSSAM can ensure that one push rod corresponds to one support arm
and one push rod corresponds to one adjustment spring. When the propping wheels
simultaneously cross through different casing obstacles in the inner wall of the casing
pipe, the contact between the propping wheels and the inner wall of the casing pipe
can be adjusted by the respective adjustment springs. The DPRDSSAM can ensure that
the propping wheels stick to the inner wall of the casing pipe under different casing
obstacles. Meanwhile, the DPRDSSAM can ensure that the proper positive pressure always
exists between the propping wheels and the inner wall of the casing pipe. Therefore,
the WDR can crawl forwards normally under the action of traction force. Due to the use of
DPRDSSAM, the WDR can adapt to a series of different casing obstacles in the casing pipe.
The DPRDSSAM can greatly improve the obstacle surmounting performance and casing
adaptability of the WDR.
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Figure 3. Structures of double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism.

3. Dynamic Models of Novel WDR System
3.1. Dynamic Models of the Support Adjustment Mechanism

The WDR has a complex structure integrally. Therefore, for computing and simulating,
simulation models of the WDR were simplified properly. Meanwhile, core components of
the support adjustment mechanism of the WDR were reserved. With Solidworks software,
the WDR was modelled and exported to obtain the parasolid file, followed by importing
it to ADAMS software. In order to compare and illustrate the superiority of obstacle
surmounting performance of the designed DPRDSSAM, other parts of the existing SPRSAM
and the designed DPRDSSAM were kept consistent. Comparing Figures 2 and 3, it can be
seen that the SPRSAM mainly consists of single adjustment spring, single push rod, actuated
arm and support arm. The DPRDSSAM mainly consists of double springs, double push
rods, actuated arm and support arm. Therefore, the simulation model of the SPRSAM of the
WDR was derived, as shown in Figure 4a. And the simulation model of the DPRDSSAM
was derived, as shown in Figure 4b.

Figure 4. ADAMS simulation models of single push rod support adjustment mechanism, double
push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism.
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The three-dimensional model of the WDR was established, as shown in Figure 5.
In order to facilitate the study of obstacle surmounting performance, four support adjust-
ment mechanisms were selected. Assuming that the front and rear mechanisms are the
righting mechanisms, only the obstacle surmounting performance of the two mechanisms
in the middle was studied. According to the connection mode of the tractor at home and
abroad, the mechanisms were distributed in a 90° rule. The propping wheels were named
propping wheels 1 and 2, propping wheels 3 and 4, propping wheels 5 and 6, and propping
wheels 7 and 8 from left to right, as shown in Figure 5. For the accuracy of simulation,
the dimensions of the model were not scaled. Meanwhile, the dimensions were consistent
with the designed WDR. Fixedly connecting bodies in the simulation model were com-
bined by Boolean operations [20], and the remaining parts were considered as individual
members. 41 components of the simulation model of the WDR were renamed and material
attributes were defined. As the WDR was the rigid mechanism, the WDR was designed as
the steel attribute.

Figure 5. Three−dimensional model of wheeled downhole tractor.

The simulation model of the support adjustment mechanism of the WDR has a total of
41 kinematic pairs, including 1 fixed pair, 8 sliding pairs, and 32 revolving pairs.

Fixed pair: between casing and ground.
Sliding pair: 2 for every single link among internal push rod, external push rod,

and fixedly connecting shell, with a total of 8 for 4 single links.
Revolving pair: 8 between the support arm and fixedly connecting shell, 8 between

the support arm and propping wheel, 8 between propping wheel and supporting rod.
2 between the internal push rod and external push rod and between the internal push rod
and supporting rod and between the external push rod and supporting rod, with a total of
8 for 4 simple links.

The gravity of the tractor was ignored, and the contact between the propping wheels
and the casing pipe was defined as “collision restraint”. The contact type was defined as
“entity to entity”. And contact pairs between the propping wheels and the casing pipe and
damping factor are shown in Table 1 [21].

Table 1. Correlation coefficient between propping wheel and casing.

Parameter Numerical Value Parameter Numerical Value

Damping coefficient 10 Contact rigidity (N/mm) 105

Force index 2.2 Penetration depth (mm) 0.2
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3.2. Models of Casing with Obstacle

The obstacles of the casing pipe are generally divided into well wall deposit, casing
wear and casing reduction. This paper took the casing with a 150 mm inner diameter as the
study object. In order to facilitate the simulation study, well wall deposit in the casing pipe
was simulated with rectangular bosses with step heights of 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm, and 12 mm,
and the length of 50 mm. Casing wear was simulated with pits with depths of 3 mm, 6 mm,
9 mm, and 12 mm, and the length of 100 mm. And casing reduction was simulated with
inclination angles with 9 mm in height, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, and 40° in inclination
angles, and 20 mm in length. The models are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Simulated casing with single obstacle.

At present, scholars’ studies on the analysis of the obstacle surmounting of the prop-
ping wheels mainly focus on single obstacle such as well wall deposit, casing wear or
casing reduction. Without considering studies on facing multiple obstacles simultaneously,
such as well wall deposit and casing wear or casing reduction and casing deformation at
different slopes. Therefore, this paper made an analysis and studies on the situation that the
propping wheels encounter single obstacle when crossing the casing pipe. Meanwhile, this
paper made analysis and studies on facing multiple obstacles, such as well wall deposit and
casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation at different slopes simultaneously
when the propping wheels cross the casing. The models are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Simulated well wall deposit and casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation.
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4. Dynamic Characteristics of Support Adjustment Mechanism of WDR
4.1. Obstacle Surmounting Performance under Single Obstacle

The WDR with the SPRSAM and DPRDSSAM crossed through well wall deposit,
casing wear and casing reduction respectively. The single obstacle in this section referred
to well wall deposit, casing wear and casing reduction. The motion state and obstacle
surmounting performance of the WDR were compared as follows.

4.1.1. Mid-Axis Offset of Support Adjustment Mechanism under Single Obstacle

Figures 8–10 show the displacement of the mid-axis of the SPRSAM and the DPRDSSAM
under single obstacle. It can be seen from Figures 8–10 that:
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Figure 8. The displacement of the mid−axis of the single push rod support adjustment mechanism,
double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism under well wall deposit obstacle.
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Figure 9. The displacement of the mid−axis of the single push rod support adjustment mechanism,
double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism under casing wear obstacle.

The SPRSAM and DPRDSSAM operated under obstacles of well wall deposit, casing
wear and casing reduction. During operation, the mid-axis position of the WDR changed.
The changes were not significant, indicating that both support adjustment mechanisms can
maintain excellent centring performance. Both support adjustment mechanisms can ensure
the normal operation of the WDR in the casing pipe under such circumstances. The mid-
axis offset of the SPRSAM is greater than that of the DPRDSSAM when the propping
wheels cross through the obstacles. The result indicates that the centring performance of
the DPRDSSAM is better than that of the SPRSAM.
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(b) Double push rod
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Figure 10. The displacement of the mid−axis of the single push rod support adjustment mechanism,
double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism under casing reduction obstacle.

Upon analysis, both support adjustment mechanisms of the WDR can keep the excellent
centring performance when crossing through well wall deposit, casing wear, and casing reduc-
tion. Meanwhile, both support adjustment mechanisms of the WDR can achieve the excellent
obstacle surmounting effect. But in general, the centring performance of the DPRDSSAM is
superior to that of the SPRSAM when the WDR crosses through single obstacle.

4.1.2. Positive Pressure of Support Adjustment Mechanism under Single Obstacle

Figures 11–13 show the changes in the positive pres- sure of SPRSAM, and DPRDSSAM
under single obsta- cle. It can be seen from Figures 11–13 that:
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Figure 11. The change of positive pressure of single push rod support adjustment mechanism, double
push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism under the barrier of well wall deposit.

When the propping wheels 5 and 6 ran on the inner wall of the casing pipe, springs
were in the compression state. And the spring force was close to 1000 N. The spring
force gradually increased when the propping wheels crossed through well wall deposit
or casing reduction (Figures 11 and 13). Figures 11 and 13 indicate that the springs were
continuously compressed when the WDR crossed well wall deposit or casing reduction.
Meanwhile, the spring force continuously increased. The spring force gradually decreased
when the propping wheels crossed through casing wear (Figure 12). Figure 12 indicates that
the springs were continuously released when the WDR crossed casing wear. Meanwhile,
the spring force continuously decreased. The adjustment effect of the springs allowed
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the propping wheels to continuously contact the casing, ensuring the positive pressure
between the propping wheels and the casing pipe.
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Figure 12. The change of positive pressure of single push rod support adjustment mechanism, double
push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism under the barrier of casing wear.
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Figure 13. The change of positive pressure of single push rod support adjustment mechanism, double
push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism under the barrier of casing reduction.

Under the action of the single push rod, two positive pressures of the propping
wheels 5 and 6 fluctuated continuously under the acting force of 1000 N. Since the positive
pressures of the two propping wheels were regulated with one spring, the positive pressure
applied to the WDR can only be guaranteed at the expense of part of the centring perfor-
mance. For the DPRDSSAM, the springs regulated the corresponding propping wheels
respectively. And the propping wheels did not affect each other. Therefore, the positive
pressure of the propping wheels continuously fluctuated under the acting force of 2000 N.
The structure can ensure both the centring performance of the WDR and the effect of
applying positive pressure to the propping wheel. The fluctuation of the positive pressure
of the propping wheels 5 and 6 of the DPRDSSAM changed significantly. Thus the positive
pressure is more sensitive to the spring force and the changing state of the tractor. The re-
sult indicates that the size of the positive pressure can be adjusted timely according to the
motion state of the tractor, thus avoiding the phenomenon of lagging in the adjustment of
the SPRSAM, and improving the obstacle surmounting performance of the tractor.

The above analysis shows that the two different support adjustment mechanisms of
the WDR have a greater effect on the value of the positive pressure of the propping wheels.
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Therefore, the DPRDSSAM of the WDR can more easily meet the design requirements of
the WDR as against SPRSAM. And the DPRDSSAM of the WDR is superior to the SPRSAM.

4.2. Obstacle Surmounting Performance under Multiple Obstacles

When two support adjustment mechanisms of the WDR cross well wall deposit,
casing wear, and casing reduction, the DPRDSSAM is superior to the SPRSAM. The casing
obstacles show symmetrical changes in the X-axis and the Y-axis. Therefore, the effect
advantage of the DPRDSSAM in the obstacle surmounting performance is not embodied
fully. Only a single state of well wall deposit, casing wear or casing reduction has been
discussed above. Multiple obstacles in this section referred to well wall deposit and
casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation. Therefore, the section focused on
discussing the effect of the two support adjustment mechanisms of the WDR on the obstacle
surmounting performance when the WDR crossed through the well wall deposit and casing
wear, casing reduction and casing deformation.

4.2.1. Mid-Axis Offset of Support Adjustment Mechanism under Multiple Obstacles

Figures 14 and 15 show the displacement of the mid-axis of the SPRSAM, and
DPRDSSAM under multiple obstacles. It can be seen from Figures 14 and 15 that:
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Figure 14. The displacement of the mid−axis of the single push rod support adjustment mechanism,
double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism across the well wall deposit and
casing wear.
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Figure 15. The displacement of the mid−axis of the single push rod support adjustment mechanism,
double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism across the casing reduction and
casing deformation.
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When the two support adjustment mechanisms crossed through well wall deposit
and casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformations, the mid-axis positions of the
two support adjustment mechanisms changed. When the WDR with the two support
adjustment mechanisms crossed through the obstacles, the offsets of the WDR at the mid-
axis positions were caused, only with the offset amount being different. The maximum
off-centre value of the X-axis is 10 mm and the maximum off-centre value of the Y-axis
is 6 mm when the WDR with the SPRSAM crossed through well wall deposit and casing
wear, casing reduction and casing deformation. The maximum off-centre value of the
X-axis is 5 mm and the maximum off-centre value of the Y-axis is 6 mm when the WDR
with the DPRDSSAM crossed through well wall deposit and casing deformation, casing
reduction and casing deformation. When the WDR crossed through the same obstacles,
the offset of the DPRDSSAM at the mid-axis position is smaller than that of the SPRSAM
at the mid- axis position. The maximum eccentricity value of the obstacles in the casing
pipe is 12 mm. For the SPRSAM, the maximum value of the mid-axis eccentricity of the
tractor is 10 mm. The centring performance of the SPRSAM is poor, which causes a collision
between the tractor and the inner wall of the casing pipe, resulting in failure to the obstacle
crossing of the wheeled tractor. For DPRDSSAM, the off-centre maximum value of the
tractor is only 6 mm. Each adjustment spring of the DPRDSSAM corresponds to a push rod
and drives a propping wheel to move radially. So even when the propping wheel crosses
well wall deposit and casing wear simultaneously, the propping wheel can still maintain
the excellent centring performance, which can better avoid any accident caused by the
excessive mid-axis offset in the tractor.

It can be known from the above analysis: When the WDR crosses through the well
wall deposit and casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation, the WDR with the
DPRDSSAM has a higher centring performance.

4.2.2. Positive Pressure of Support Adjustment Mechanism under Multiple Obstacles

Figures 16 and 17 show the changes in the positive pressure of SPRSAM, and DPRDSSAM
under multiple obstacles. It can be seen from Figures 16 and 17 that:

Figures 16a and 17a show that when the WDR with the SPRSAM operated in the
casing pipe, the spring was in a compressed state. And the spring force was about 1000 N.
The propping wheels 5 and 6 were under positive pressure. And the positive pressures
of propping wheels 5 and 6 were about 1000 N. When the WDR operated to about 40 s,
the propping wheels 5 and 6 started to cross the obstacles. In the presence of well wall
deposit, casing reduction, the spring can only be compressed and cannot extend to adapt
to casing wear, casing deformation. The spring force began to fluctuate and the positive
pressures of the propping wheels also began to fluctuate to adapt changes in the spring force.
The obstacles on one side of the propping wheels are casing wear and casing reduction.
Therefore, in order to keep contact between the propping wheels and the casing pipe,
the WDR can make the propping wheels 5 and 6 contact the casing pipe simultaneously
only by the off-centre of the mid-axis, resulting in poor centring performance in the tractor.
Figures 16b and 17b show that the spring forces of springs 5 and 6 were about 2000 N and
the positive pressures of propping wheels 5 and 6 were about 2000 N. At the 40 s, one spring
was compressed, and the other was extended. Therefore, the spring force of one spring
increased, while the other reduced. The springs regulated one propping wheel respectively,
the propping wheels can be regulated according to respective the situation of the obstacles.
Therefore, the DPRDSSAM can keep a better centring performance. Upon comparison
with fluctuation in the positive pressure, it can be found that the positive pressure of
the DPRDSSAM is more sensitive to the operating situation of the tractor and better in
the feedback effect. The DPRDSSAM can quickly adjust the compression or extension
state of the springs and can adapt to a complex environment in the casing pipe as against
the SPRSAM.
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Upon analysis, it can be known that when the WDR crosses through well wall deposit
and casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation, the DPRDSSAM is superior to
the SPRSAM.
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Figure 16. The positive pressure change of propping wheel of single push rod support adjustment
mechanism, double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism when crossing the well
wall deposit and casing wear.
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Figure 17. The positive pressure change of propping wheel of single push rod support adjustment
mechanism, double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism when crossing the
casing reduction and casing deformation.

4.2.3. Spring Force of Support Adjustment Mechanism under Multiple Obstacles

Figures 18 and 19 show the changes in the spring force of SPRSAM, and DPRDSSAM
under multiple obstacles. It can be seen from Figures 18 and 19 that:

Figure 18a shows that the spring force in the WDR with the SPRSAM changed four
times, with four-wave crests with equal heights. Figure 19a shows that the spring force
in the WDR with the SPRSAM changed four times, with seven gradually elevated wave
crests for each time. The states just correspond to the situation that the four pairs of
the propping wheels crossed the four well wall deposits (with equal heights) and seven
gradually increasing casing reductions. For the obstacles caused by casing wear and casing
reduction,the adjustment spring can not be adjusted. Under the action of the centring
guide, if the tractor keeps centred forcibly, which makes the propping wheels that crossing
casing wear keeps in the suspended state, resulting in the incapability of providing tractive
force. Figures 18b and 19b show that changes in the spring force of the DPRDSSAM just
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corresponded to changes that the four propping wheels crossed the obstacles. The result
indicates that the propping wheels can still keep in contact with the borehole wall under
multiple obstacles and provide the tractive force required for the tractor. Upon comparison,
the spring force of the DPRDSSAM fluctuated more greatly and the fluctuation was more
complex. This is because the tractor crosses the obstacles, and the DPRDSSAM is more
sensitive in response and quicker in feedback. And when the tractor crosses complex
obstacles, the motion status of the tractor can be fed back more quickly. The action of the
springs can be regulated timely so that the positive pressure between the propping wheels
and the casing pipe can be adjusted timely according to the motion status of the tractor.

Upon analysis, the SPRSAM can only adapt to the four well wall deposits with equal
heights and seven casing reductions which increased gradually. And the SPRSAM can not
adapt to four casing wears which are aggravated gradually and seven casing deformations
which are reduced gradually. The DPRDSSAM can adapt to the four well wall deposits with
equal heights and seven casing reductions which are increased gradually. The DPRDSSAM
also can adapt to four casing wears which are aggravated gradually and seven casing
deformations which are reduced gradually. Therefore, the DPRDSSAM is superior to
the SPRSAM when the WDR crosses through well wall deposit and casing wear, casing
reduction and casing deformation.
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Figure 18. The change of spring force of single push rod support adjustment mechanism, double
push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism when crossing the well wall deposit and
casing wear.
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Figure 19. The change of spring force of single push rod support adjustment mechanism, double
push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism when crossing the casing reduction and
casing deformation.
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4.2.4. Angular Velocity of Support Adjustment Mechanism under Multiple Obstacles

Figures 20 and 21 show the changes in the angular velocity of SPRSAM, and DPRDSSAM
under multiple obstacles. It can be seen from Figures 20 and 21 that:
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Figure 20. The change of the angular velocity of the support wheel of the single push rod support
adjustment mechanism, double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism when
crossing the well wall deposit and casing wear.
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Figure 21. The change of the angular velocity of the support wheel of the single push rod support
adjustment mechanism, double push rod−double spring support adjustment mechanism when
crossing the casing reduction and casing deformation.

When the WDR with two different support adjustment mechanisms ran in the casing
pipe, the propping wheels fluctuated. In order to avoid seizing when the WDR cross
through the barrier, the differential speed between the obstacles crossing propping wheels
needs to be formed by changing the angular velocity. When the propping wheels of two
support adjustment mechanisms of the WDR didn’t cross the obstacles, the angular velocity
was kept at 100 deg/s. Meanwhile, when the propping wheels crossed through well wall
deposit and casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation, the angular velocity
changed. The SPRSAM is large in the change in the angular velocity when the propping
wheels cross through the obstacles. The torque of the propping wheels of the SPRSAM
is increased when the propping wheels cross the obstacles. So that the angular velocity
is increased in fluctuation, and the service life of the drive motor is reduced. Therefore,
the DPRDSSAM is superior to the SPRSAM when the WDR simultaneously crosses through
well wall deposit and casing wear, casing reduction and casing deformation.
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5. Discussion

From above six simulations, the proposed WDR with the DPRDSSAM provides the
proper positive pressure between the propping wheels and the inner wall of the casing pipe.
The WDR with the DPRDSSAM have an outstanding obstacle surmounting performance
as against that with the SPRSAM under single obstacle or multiple obstacles. In many of
studies on wheeled downhole tractor, the driving system and the mechanical characteristic
are studied deeply. However, the support adjustment mechanism plays an important role
in the advancement of the WDR. Through a suitable and excellent support adjustment
mechanism, the force state between the support wheel and the inner wall of the casing is
adjusted. Through the double push rod structure, the WDR adapt to a series of obstacles
such as different well wall deposit, casing wear, casing reduction, casing deformation
in the casing pipe. Based on above simulations, the obstacle surmounting performance
of the DPRDSSAM is verified from the mix-axis offset, positive pressure, spring force
and angular velocity. The above four physical quantities are the main evidences for
testing the traction effect of the WDR. However, there are many factors that affect the
movement of the WDR in horizontal wells. This study do not take into account all the
influencing factors. The DPRDSSAM needs more verification to meet more requirements of
downhole operations.

In the subsequent work, more physical quantities that affect motion will be studied.
In the next work, the support adjustment mechanism of the WDR is an important research
direction and content. The driving system of the WDR also is the research direction.
The excellent driving system and appropriate support adjustment mechanism make the
WDR better transport the instrument in the casing pipe.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel WDR with the DPRDSSAM of based on push rods and adjustment
springs was proposed. The SPRSAM and the proposed DPRDSSAM have consistent
effects on changes in the centre position of the propping wheel and angular speed of
the propping wheel when crossing through well wall deposit, casing wear and casing
reduction. Meanwhile, The SPRSAM and the DPRDSSAM have large effects on differences
in the mid-axis position of the WDR and changes in the positive pressure of the propping
wheel of the WDR. The DPRDSSAM has better centring performance and can provide
larger positive pressure than the SPRSAM. The mid-axis maximum eccentricity of the
wheel downhole tractor with SPRSAM is 10 mm under multiple obstacles. The mid-axis
maximum eccentricity of the wheel downhole tractor with DPRDSSAM is 6 mm under
multiple obstacles. The angular velocity of DPRDSSAM has a lesser fluctuation as against
SPRSAM under multiple obstacles. The spring force of the DPRDSSAM has a greater
fluctuation as against SPRSAM under multiple obstacles. The results show that the WDR
with the DPRDSSAM is superior to the WDR with the SPRSAM in adaption to changes
in the diameters of the casing pipe, and the motion state of the traction can be fed back
quickly. When the WDR crosses through the obstacles, the DPRDSSAM is superior to the
SPRSAM in obstacle surmounting performance. The WDR with the DPRDSSAM has better
obstacle casing adaptability. The WDR with the DPRDSSAM has a longer service life than
the WDR with the SPRSAM.

Based on the above results, the proposed DPRDSSAM the proposed DPRDSSAM can
effectively improve the adaptability and application of the WDR in the open hole well.
In petroleum engineering, there are multiple casing obstacle forms on the inner wall of the
casing pipe. The WDR with the DPRDSSAM is more suitable for transporting instruments
in casing with multiple casing obstacles in the future. The research results of this paper lay
a way of solving the adaptability of the WDR under the open hole well and other complex
conditions. It can effectively ensure the downhole safety of oil and gas wells.
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